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FUNDAMENTALS OF THE 
US SYSTEM 
A perspective for those outside of the US



Electoral College 

What is it? A state-by-state way the 
American people elect the president. 
Two steps:
• The people vote to determine how 

their state will cast its electoral 
votes. 

• The candidate with a majority of 
those electoral votes becomes 
president.

Made up of 538 
electors who cast 
votes to decide 
the President 
and Vice-
President of the 
United States

538 is the sum of 
the nation’s 435 
Representatives, 
100 Senators, and 
3 electors given to 
the District of 
Columbia.

The candidate 
who receives 
a majority of 
electoral votes 
(270) wins the 
Presidency



Does it work? 
• There has been only three elections in our history -- the 

elections of 1876, 1888, and 2000 -- produced an 
Electoral College winner who did not receive at least a 
plurality of the nationwide popular vote.

• The Electoral College makes candidates go to the most 
evenly divided parts of our country to make their case to 
those voters. 

• Analysts believe over time, this has made American 
political parties less extreme and more inclusive than they 
would have been without the Electoral College.



Redistricting (Gerrymandering) 
Redistricting 
encourages 
manipulation of our 
elections by 
allowing incumbent 
politicians to help 
partisan allies, hurt 
political enemies 
and choose their 
voters before the 
voters choose them.



Money
The total number 
of dollars spent 
on the 2012 
election 
exceeded the 
number of 
people on this 
planet.



Previous election: April 2012



Grassroots
You can’t win 
campaigns in the 
US without direct 
voter contact, in 
the form of door-
to-door 
canvassing, town 
hall forums, 
aided by micro 
targeting and 
direct mail 



CURRENT STATE OF PLAY
Public opinion polling 



Latest Polling: Context

• Incumbent Popularity: 
• Obama 53/44+ approval (Sept 13)
• Right track/wrong track: 27-67 
• Congressional job approval: 14-77

• Most Important Issue:
1. Economy (21%)
2. Dysfunction in government (18%)
3. Jobs (11%) 

(Drop off in concern about a terrorist attack – only 9% very worried
barring a major attack in US or Europe, economy is more dominant)



Wrong Track vs. Right Track



Most important issues
The poll asked voters about 
the two major contenders’ 
abilities to deal with 
issues and their personal 
characteristics. 

Voters surveyed felt that 
Mrs. Clinton was better 
prepared to:
• face challenges on the 

economy (51 percent to 
46) and,

• foreign affairs (55 
percent to 40) and,

• was the better choice to 
fight for the middle 
class (50 percent to 43)

The candidates were 
essentially tied on jobs (49 
percent to 47).

Source: Battleground poll, https://mediarelations.gwu.edu/battleground-poll



http://www.270towin.com

Battleground states, interactive map



FiveThirtyEight: Nate Silver METHODOLOGY
• Think probabilistically

• based on the historical accuracy of 
election polls since 1972. Estimates 
reflect the historical uncertainty in 
polling.

• State polls > national polls
• All versions of their models gain 

more information from state polls 
than from national polls.

• Errors are correlated
• But while the election is contested 

at the state level, the error is 
correlated from state to state. If a 
candidate beats his polls to win 
Ohio, there’s a good chance he’ll 
also do so in Pennsylvania.

• Be conservative early and 
aggressive late

• Fluctuations in the polls in the 
summer are often statistical noise 
or short-term bounces. The model 
is trained to be conservative in 
reacting to them. 

• Fluctuations late in the race are 
more meaningful, and the model 
will be more aggressive.

Source: 538 Election Forecast: http://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2016-election-forecast/?ex_cid=rrpromo





National polling 
shows very tight race
• Clinton is leading Republican nominee Donald Trump by two 

points with likely voters in the most recent CNN Poll of Polls 
released September 15. NOTE: This is polling AVERAGE

• The analysis shows Clinton has 43% of support from likely 
voters, Trump had 41% support, Libertarian candidate Gary 
Johnson had 9% and Green Party candidate Jill Stein had 3%.

• Donald Trump holds a narrow lead over Hillary Clinton in Ohio
and the two are locked in a near-even contest in Florida

The Poll of Polls averages results from the five most recent publicly released national polls that meets CNN's standards for 
publication. All of the polls included the four-way match-ups with the third party candidates. The poll of polls does not have a
margin of sampling error

http://edition.cnn.com/2016/09/14/politics/cnn-orc-poll-florida-ohio-donald-trump-hillary-clinton/index.html



Honesty is a big problem for Hillary
• Likely voters say 62 – 38 percent that Clinton is qualified 

to be president and 61 – 38 percent that Trump is not 
qualified, according to a Quinnipiac University national 
poll released Sept 15

• But voters say 55 – 43 percent that Clinton is not honest 
enough to be president, the independent Quinnipiac 
University Poll finds
• ”Hillary Clinton hasn’t just lost the massive 8-point cushion she had in late 

August — she’s now clinging to a narrow 1.5-point lead in the polling 
averages that are widely viewed as the best gauges of the race.”

Source: https://www.qu.edu/images/polling/us/us09152016_Uqvh48k.pdf



Clinton Beats Trump on every issue

https://mediarelations.gwu.edu/sites/mediarelations.gwu.edu/files/GWBattlegroundPoll59-charts.pdf



Character and leadership

https://mediarelations.gwu.edu/sites/mediarelations.gwu.edu/files/GWBattlegroundPoll59-charts.pdf



“One	of	the	major	factors	keeping	the	race	tilting	towards	Mrs.	Clinton	is	
the	strongly	unfavorable	image	of	Mr.	Trump,”	said	pollster	Ed	Goeas,	

president	and	CEO	of	The	Tarrance Group.	“What	is	particularly	notable	is	
that,	in	addition	to	the	strongly	negative	views	of	expected	opponents,	
Mr.	Trump	also	has	a	majority	unfavorable	rating	with	voters	whom	his	
campaign	has	been	targeting	like	men	(55	percent),	White	voters	(51),	

middle	class	voters	(59)	and	voters	whose	top	issue	concern	is	
dysfunction	in	government	(66).”

“Were	Donald	Trump	a	more	traditional	Republican	
candidate	who	was	running	a	more	traditional	

presidential	campaign,	this	data	suggests	he	could	
win	by	a	notable	margin.”



But…two key demographics that are 
putting Trump back into play 
• Young people are abandoning Clinton 

for third-party alternatives
• "This is extremely disconcerting for Clinton," 

says Geoffrey Skelley, a political analyst at 
the Center for Politics at the University of 
Virginia. "If they’re going to come at all close 
to having the support of the Obama coalition, 
they need young people.”

• Republicans are coming home to their 
party’s nominee
• Trump’s support among Republicans was in 

the low 70s a few weeks ago in many polls, 
and is now closer to 85 percent, according to 
Will Jordan, a YouGov pollster."That’s
allowed him to make up a lot of ground fairly 
quickly," Jordan says. "It’s also why his (8-
point) deficit was always a bit suspect in the 
first place."

Source: 
http://www.vox.com/2016/9/16/1292961
6/donald-trump-polls-win



THE 2016 CAMPAIGN 
How did Trump happen? 



HOW DID WE GET HERE? 

20 plus years in the making



How the GOP got Trumped: How & Why?
• External factors:

• Republican hate/fear rhetoric 
• Republican overpromising/under-delivering 
• GOP candidates failed to attack him
• Lonely middle class

• Trump factors:
• Celebrity: 100% name ID
• “Tell it like it is”
• Non-traditional Republican policy positions
• Winning





The Hillary Haters
Few figures in American political life have inspired such deep and 
decades-long contempt

• Hillary Clinton is one of the most 
unpopular political figures to serve as a 
major party nominee for President 

• At this stage of the race, when almost 
no paid media criticizing her has been 
run, she has an unfavorable image with 
a strong majority (55%) of voters, 
including holding a “strongly” 
unfavorable image with fully forty-eight 
percent (48%) of the electorate.

• But Donald Trump is more unpopular



“Crooked Hillary” vs. 
“Dangerous Donald“

Source: Huffington Post information survey
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/election-in-one-
word_us_5758796be4b0e39a28ac5fce

• They indicate just how unpopular 
both Clinton and Trump really are -
visceral dislike shows how 
disaffected most Americans are with 
their options.

• The choice of words also highlight 
each candidate’s perceived 
weaknesses, and, to a lesser extent, 
their strengths. 



Are all negatives equal?



CAMPAIGN MESSAGES 
Insights on how they are positioning the campaign 



Campaign messages
• Hillary:
1. Attack Trump’s character, hard: 

1. racism, sexism, recklessness
2. Provoke responses

2. Attack Trump’s policies

3. Complemented with positive message



Foreign policy used to attack Presidential 
temperament 

• “They’re not even really ideas: just a 
series of bizarre rants, personal 
feuds, and outright lies. He’s not just 
unprepared, he’s temperamentally 
unfit to hold an office that requires 
knowledge, stability and immense 
responsibility. This is not someone 
who should ever have the nuclear 
codes — because it’s not hard to 
imagine Donald Trump leading us 
into a war just because somebody 
got under his very thin skin.”

Trump is 
“dangerously 

ignorant”



Targeting to swing voters
• Priorities USA ad campaign in battleground states
• Casting Trump as a con-man and bully unprepared to be 

commander in chief

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9QUYQUd0Qh8

Ad targeting Hispanics in 
CO, NV, FL  
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=c4JiwbrW-jM

Source: PrioritiesUSA, http://prioritiesusaaction.org



Clinton strategy for victory 
• The best campaign the Democrats can run in the last 60 days 

is to illustrate for the voters just how a President Hillary Clinton 
would govern and what she would put at the top of her agenda
• Cares about people like you (advantages)
• Shares your values

• Appeal to the Rising American Electorate without alienating 
swing voters
• African Americans (Democrats 87%; Republicans 5%)
• Latinos (Democrats 65%; Republicans 24%)
• single voters (Democrats 62%; Republicans 28%)
• younger women (Democrats 52%; Republicans 35%)
• and Millennials (Democrats 55%; Republicans 38%)  



Trump Message Themes 
• ”Us against them” – attacks the 

“rigged system”
• Establishment
• Media 
• Institutions 
• Donors, special interests control Hillary 

• Trade policies: American workers first 
• Border with Mexico, stops people and drugs 
• Build up military to be tough on adversaries
• Strong, safe, win again…make America great again 





Trump message 
blunders? 
• Gold Star family 
• Hispanic judge
• Extreme immigration 

speech (appeals to 
base)

• Mexico trip (shows anti-
Mexican rhetoric is 
forgivable)

• Sad appeal to African 
Americans (“nothing to 
lose”) 

NEW APPROACH
• More formal speeches – to be 

seen as presidential
• Consultants holding him back 

from unnecessarily inflammatory 
comments

• Appeal to women
• Ivanka messenger



Normalizing effect of Trumps extremism 



Hillary’s health, conspiracy to mainstream?

• Early summer: Users on Twitter begin speculating about 
Hillary Clinton's health using #HillaryHealth

• 8 August: The National Enquirer tabloid, which has 
endorsed Trump for president, runs a story entitled 
"Hillary Clinton's secret health crisis“

• 16 August: The Clinton campaign releases a statement 
saying the Trump campaign was pushing a "deranged 
conspiracy about Clinton's health".
• "To reiterate what I said in my previous statement, Secretary Clinton is in 

excellent health and fit to serve as president of the United States," Dr
Bardack, Mrs Clinton's personal physician



Hillary’s pneumonia 

There's a subtle sexism 
in asking excessive 
"questions" about 
Hillary Clinton's health
http://www.vox.com/2016/9/13/12891310/hillary-
clinton-pneumonia-sexism-questions



GENDER GAP
What about the women’s vote? 



Women will decide the 2016 election

Women are the majority of voters!

in 2012, one out of every two voters in the US was a woman 

The Gender Gap in 2012 was the largest Gender 
Gap since the 80s

The Gender Gap in 2012 grew 10 points.



In 2012 55% of women voted for Obama and 52% of men 
voted for his opponent, Mitt Romney.  The woman vote 

was decisive in Obama’s 2012 victory 



Trump winning men. 
White men overwhelming for him. 

Since 53 percent of electorate is women, the 
key for Hillary is to win women by as much as 
they lose men. This is especially true for 
independent women.

The Strategy 



Source: http://presidentialgenderwatch.org/9175-2/
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CA RING A BOUT PEOPLE  L IKE  YOU - M EN

CA RING A BOUT PEOPLE L IKE  YOU - WOMEN

FIGHTING FOR THE MID D LE CLA S S - MEN

FIGHTING FOR THE MID D LE CLA S S - WOMEN

F OREIGN A F F A IRS - MEN

FOREIGN A F F A IRS - WOMEN

JOBS - MEN

JOBS - WOMEN

HEA LTH CA RE - MEN

HEA LTH CA RE - WOMEN

TA XES - MEN

TA XES - WOMEN

THE ECO NO M Y- MEN

THE ECONOMY - WOMEN

Now, thinking about issues facing this country…I am going to read you a l ist  
of issues. Please l isten as I  read the l ist  and tell  me, for each one, whether 

you have more confidence in – Donald Trump, or Hil lary Clinton to deal with 
this issue. (WOMEN vs. MEN)

Donald Trump Hillary Clinton Both Neither Unsure

Among women, Clinton is trusted more than Trump on every single issue. Men, however, are
shown to trust Trump more than Clinton on the economy, taxes, healthcare, jobs, and caring
about people like themselves.

24



Campaign Strategies



CLINTON RESPONSE:
THE CLINTON 
CAMPAIGN
RAISED 2.4 Million 
in 3 DAYS

To encourage donations, a 
campaign email highlighted that 
women in the US earn on 
average 79 cents for every dollar 
a man makes and that the US is 
the only country in the developed 
world without guaranteed 
maternity leave.



WHAT TO WATCH FOR
How will al this shake out? 



Beyond message: Frame of the campaign

• Debates
• Monday, September 26
• Tuesday, October 4, VP
• Sunday, October 9
• Wednesday, October 19

• Turnout, galvanizing of base
• GOTV
• On-air advertising $$/locations
• Rally locations
• Whether big-time endorsements move numbers 





Fundraising snapshot
Cash on Hand Small Donors



Downballot effects
• To unite or not unite? 

• Senate and House races.

• Some will be for Trump because they must, but 
will they be REALLY with him?

• Some HOUSE and SENATE candidates will not 
be willing to risk his presence, some will embrace



Republican Analysis: Not as dramatic 
down ballot effect as expected

The Republican Party consistently 
runs ahead of Trump and has 
advantages over the Democrats on 
issues like the economy, jobs, 
foreign affairs, and taxes.

Senate control is in contention, 
For House, current outlook: 
Democratic gain of 10-15 seats, 
short of the 30 net seats they 
need to gain to win the House



Source: http://www.centerforpolitics.org/crystalball/2016-senate/


